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Dear Tofik Chandra
 
Congratulations on the acceptance of your manuscript in Research Horizon. Your manuscript is now being
prepared for production.

Submission URL: https://journal.lifescifi.com/index.php/RH/author/submission/157
 
In terms of supporting editorial quality and accelerating the peer review process, Journal Name's
collaborates with Editing Asia for proofreading and copyediting. After they finish the work, you will get a copy
of the proofreading and similarity index checking using Turnitin.
 
If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your
work.
 
 
Best regards,
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you will be able to track its progress through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web site:

Submission URL: https://journal.lifescifi.com/index.php/RH/author/submission/157
Username: tofikchandra
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Dear Author’s Name

 
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Research Horizon, "The Role of Integrated
Assessment Teams in Narcotic Abuse Rehabilitation".

Our decision is: Revisions Required
 
Submission URL: https://journal.lifescifi.com/index.php/RH/author/submission/157
 
Reviewers have reviewed and commented on your submitted manuscript. They advise the author(s) to
revise the manuscript. Their comments are attached to the email and/or to the bottom of this letter. If not, for
your convenience log onto your profile to view the reviewers’ comments.

Reviewer comments:
Introduc�on: The research ar�cle �tled "The Role of Integrated Assessment Teams in Narco�c Abuse Rehabilita�on"
addresses a cri�cal aspect of the legal system concerning narco�cs abuse rehabilita�on and the role of integrated
assessment teams in this process. The ar�cle explores the development of criminal law in rela�on to the assessment
by the Na�onal Narco�cs Agency and its impact on se�ling cases. The paper emphasizes the significance of the
assessment process in determining whether narco�cs abusers should undergo medical and social rehabilita�on.
Through norma�ve legal research and qualita�ve analysis, the study highlights how integrated assessment teams
contribute to equitable treatment and facilitate early rehabilita�on placements for individuals struggling with
narco�cs abuse.

Content and Methodology: The research employs a combina�on of norma�ve legal research and qualita�ve analysis
to shed light on the func�oning and impact of integrated assessment teams in narco�cs abuse rehabilita�on. This
methodological approach effec�vely explores the legal and procedural aspects associated with the assessment
process. The study successfully provides an in-depth analysis of how integrated assessments can ensure fairness and
equity for those suspected of narco�cs abuse, which, in turn, can lead to more informed decisions by law
enforcement agencies.

Key Findings: The central findings of this research are noteworthy. It underscores the crucial role of integrated
assessment teams in the rehabilita�on process, as they contribute to fair and just treatment for individuals caught up
in narco�cs abuse cases. The study provides a compelling argument for the importance of early rehabilita�on
placements and how integrated assessments can help in achieving this goal. It serves as a valuable resource for law
enforcement agencies seeking guidance on determining whether an individual should undergo rehabilita�on or be
detained due to their involvement in narco�cs-related ac�vi�es.

Recommenda�ons: One of the key recommenda�ons presented in this research ar�cle is the implementa�on of more
stringent regula�ons to make it mandatory for all law enforcement officers to follow the integrated assessment
procedure. This proposal for procedural consistency is aimed at promo�ng jus�ce and legal equity for individuals
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affected by narco�cs abuse within the legal framework. This recommenda�on is well-founded and aligns with the
overarching theme of the ar�cle, which is to ensure fair and equitable treatment in narco�cs abuse rehabilita�on.

Conclusion: "The Role of Integrated Assessment Teams in Narco�c Abuse Rehabilita�on" makes a valuable
contribu�on to the field of legal research on narco�cs abuse rehabilita�on. The ar�cle effec�vely highlights the
pivotal role of integrated assessment teams in ensuring equitable treatment for individuals struggling with narco�cs
abuse. It provides compelling evidence for the importance of early rehabilita�on placements and advocates for a
more consistent and fair legal approach in handling narco�cs abuse cases. This research is an essen�al resource for
law enforcement agencies and legal professionals working in the domain of narco�cs abuse rehabilita�on and
criminal law.
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Dear Tofik Chandra

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "The Role of Integrated Assessment Teams in Narcotic Abuse
Rehabilitation" to Research Horizon. With the online journal management system that we are using, you will
be able to track its progress through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web site:
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If you have any questions, please contact me.
 
Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.
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